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On The Use of Qualitative MetHods in Data Analysis1'2'3.

Suzanne M. Stiegelbauer
Marcia Goldstein.

Leslie Huling

Research and Develop ent Center for Teacher Education
The University of Texas at Austin

Introduction

The topic of educational change has been the subject of'humerous studies

over the past few years. During 1980-81, the CBAM Project, The,Research

and Development Center for Teacher Education; University of Texas at7Austin,

-engaged in a study of nine principals and their schools involved in the

process of school change. This.study, called the Principal-Teacher

Intenaction study, focused on the ro)e of the prindipal as the facilitator of,

change within the'school context. Specifically, the PTI tudy considered the

role of the principal in terms of what principals do to fa,..ilitate change in

their schools, how their style as a leader affects what they do, and What were

'1 Paper presented at the annual meeting of the American Educational

Research'Association, New York, March, 1982.

2The research described herein was conducted under contract with the

National Institute of Education. The opinions expressed are those of the

abthors and do not necessarily reflect the position or polic.Y of the Rational

Institute of Education. No endorsement by the National Institute of EdUcation

should be inferred. .
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the effects cktheir actions on teachers,. CBAM is ,c,urrentiy involved in

analysis of the data collected from.the field sites. The long-range intent of.

the study is, to gain a better understanding.of the role of the principal and

the process of change as it occurs in the school settfng in order that 5ome

aids to promote facilitation of the process might be developed.

The field work in the schools vid subsequent analysis of he data

collected presented a unique set of problems to research staff. Approaches to

thge problems resultedi in the development and use of combined methodologies .

for data cbllection and:data analysis. Prel'iminary work on data collection

was done in a pilot stu,dy 'conducted in 109-80 (Griffin, Goldstein & -Hall,

1981 ). Basedon results.froM the pilot study', 6 research strategy was
.

designed that included 'both quantitatf%re and qu'alitative measures. The

quantitative dimensions were s-een as a means to measure 'responses to the

change process as ;they,occurred to individuals and the group in time. The

qualitative dimensions allowed fora sense of the context, i r(\ teractions, ard .

social meanings underlying, the quantitative responses. 'Each dimension gave a

I.
) A'

.

uniqtle perspective on the change process. In combination, they provided a

.for interpretation, cross verincatidn and validation of phenomena

present,in the data.

It is the intent of this paper to discuss the qualitative measures used

for study analysis as they relate to the role of researchers as interpreters

and experts for :their sites, The paper also discusses. the.ways. in'which

qualitative measures Were used to interpretoand organize data such that it

represents reality as it exists within a site and contributes to,theory across

s.ites. Specifically., the paper discusses analysis techniques such as, site'

mapping, ce, studies, tppical repofts, critical incident maps, ,cross-site



discussions involving site researchers, and school or district representatives,

and the interpretation of."effects.6 Qualitative measures, as'they are being

uS'ed in the.study analysis, were designed to allow siteTesearChers to focus

the information they have as usite experts"' in order to make comparisons

between Sites, draw conclusions, retain significant details:and maintain a.

richness of backgrou.nd 'upon -which to overliiy other dimensions. The'

methodolbgy issa developing,methodology, based on experiences as they occurred

in the field_and the pilot study, and aimed at providing a basis for contitiued

york in approaches to change.

Related Literature

The use'of qualitative methodologies has gained increased popularity over

the las:t decade.. One rationae for this is as a reaction to an over-emphasis

on quaptitatively based methods. Another reason might be the special

attributes of qualitative,approaches and what tiiese approachesaight lend to.a

,research setting (Meyer, 1981; Lofland, 1971; Patton, 1980)7'

. -

Qualitátive apprpaches can most easi3y be described'as the commonsease

knowledge that underlies any phenomenon. In an everyday context, these

approaches.are much the same as thoSe means we as indivOuals use to make

sen3e .of events that hapPen to us daily.' We observe, participate, categorize,

analyze, and order the profusion of stimuli around us. For.research, this

activity becomes a.process of selection from the social phenomena under'

consideration through which to develop understanding, hypotheses, and

conclusions. Social phenomena in this case become the acts, activities,

meanings, interactions, relationships, and settings--the forms they assume and

the variation,' they display (Lofland, 1971). Ordering these phenomena is the'

role of tqe researcher who has the,responsibility of focusing the research



effort to the ,questions qnder study. The.end result of ordering may'be

something entirely different from initial efforts. The use of qualitative

methods in the.beginning allows for an understanding, of Situations and

N1/4

participants in. 'situations such that descriptive categorie Mily be derived.

Meyers (1981) suggests that these descriptive categories allow the researcher

to explore and describe events as they are becoming understood to allow for

later quantificatioh, formulation of variables, or theidevelopMent Of other
.

more sharply defined categories. In this sense, the qualitative base allows
N

..6

for the emergence of categories from the data 'an thelaeginning of an, analytic-
I,

.structure in looking for interrelationships across categories
/
(Lofland, 1971).

,

The develoPment of looSe descriptive categories, concepts, or theories that
,_.

areigrounded in the data is referred to by Filstead'(1979,- p. 36) as "fir-st
.

order", conCepts. These,, in turn, are essential in the process. l'6f developing -

second order concepts, or those that emerge from attempting'to explain the

ppenomena.

QUalitative data according tuMeyers (1981), Jick (1979), Mcautcheon :

(1981), Gtazer (1972), and otherS have the -added advantage.of providing the'

necessary background fortesting the validity of other types of variables,

such as quantitative methods. In fact, he says: J

' Qualitative and quantitative studies are not so much
'complementary or convergent as inseparable: One is

necessarpy related to tha,other. Quantitative methods

cannot be fruitful unless qualitaEive data are used to

inform the interpretation of the designs and*vdc-iables

(1981, p. 162).

Kany researchers have advocated the use'of qualitative and quantitative

F.

methodologies together, to ,proOde additional insights that neither,.alone

could supply.- This use of multiple methods to increase focus on the.same
.

phenomena has been 'calleeit "triangulation': (Jick, 1979; Denzin, 1978)..

Triang6lation has been Aed largely as a vehicle'for cross validation a-s in

6
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the case where two or give distinct methods-are found to be tonvergent and

yield comOarab.le data (Jick, 1979). A special feature qf qualitative method
,

.. fn tr4ngulation is in eliciting a breadth of data oi. illuminating elements

,
.contexthat allow deeper dimensions to emeoe: Non-convergence of data in 1.

triangulation is alSo important in 'that it re'quires,a reassessment of

_
methodology or data base to establish the basis'for differences: This in

.
_

itself can add richn,ess to the study.
.

'The process by which descrikive categori-e-S are refined and reformulated

ih terms of the goals of the research is called, qualitative arialysis. Lofland,

(1971,'p. 118) suggests that a temporal overlapping of analytic and data

collection activitieS'is asirable in that therejEl a developmeatal tie ,

between early data.collection and later resUl He says, "The final stage of

analysis (after 'data collection has ceased) becomes the period of bringing

final order to previously developed- ideas: Analysis begins with lbose

assemblies in terms of topical areas and with a consideration of the overall

steucture into which the data' is falling," (Lofland, 1971, p. 118). In

analysis the qualitative paradigm allows for a dynamic illterchange between

0

theor9, concepts, and, data with constant feedback and modifications of theory
0

and concept's based on the data collected. Filstead (1979, p. 38), a
.

similar vein to Lofland's interrelAed topical areas"and structure, cls this

emerging thedry the "explanation framewoW that gives direction as to where

.additional problem solving or information is needed.

F.he act of developing an."explanation framework" or analysis may involve

different methods, Meyer (1981) _describes Bl.umer's points of "exploratory

inquiry" which include methods of inquiry such as interviews; group

discussi.cn, participark observation; and examination,of records to construct

an accura picture of tHe social world under study. This isifollowed by

I



"inspection" which is the gradual ecifying' of boundaries of a category by

careful attention to incident§_within each category (Meyer3.1981, p. 188).

Glazer's (1972) suggestions for analytic approaches include omething he

calls a "constant comparative method" which.includes: )comparing incidents

in each category; b) integrating categories and other properties; c) deriving

hypotheses from categories and context;'and d) developing theou by relating

categories to one 'another. Glaser alSo,suggests the procesS of analytic

1

induction which defines the phenömena, formulates a hypothetical explanation, 1 4

and then applies that explanation to one test case. Depending onfesults of

the test case, further testing is doneyin more cases, reviewing the data to

see what hypotheses are suggested (Meyers, 1981, p. 189).

If analysis is the eicamin'4idn of the data collected with corisideration

given to the major elements and their interrelationships, interpretation

reflects the meaning found in that data or exaAination, as'well -;.'s the

processes involA:/ed 'in making that meaning.. McCutcheion (1981, p. 6) sees the

/
process of interpretation as involving three steps: 1) tile forming of

patterns accounting for the afiliation,of separate phenomena to one another;

.(
2) the interpretation of the "social meaning of events through "thick

description," or qualitativb background; and 3) the relating of the
-

particulars of the setting to external Consideiations, such as theories. An

interpretiVe format-would then, involve both considerations internal to the

site, as in the data collected, and eiternal as might be shown in research

-/

'questions o'r theories applied.to analysis. Her criteria for judging the

accuracy of interpretive cbnclusions include .the logic 'inherent in the

interpretation process and sufficiency of, evidence based on multiple data

collection periods or visits to the site. It is important that the line of

evidence 'hold together structurally. Also, she sugggsts.(that accuracy may be

6



measured through agreement with ()the)r forms of information as in

triangulation, through significance of results, through universality and

generalizability of results, as well as from a solid transaction between the

researcher and the phenomena. McCutcheon states, "Interpretation has been

discussed as a transaction between the researcher's knowledge and the

observations being made. The interpretation process places the researcher in

an active role/4n the construction of meaning," (1981, p: 9).

The role of the researcher as the explorer and interpret ,,,r. bf the

phenomena is a significant one. By participating in the cultUre stu led, t/he

researcher is socialized into that culture °which gives-him/her spe%cial

knowledge of:events in the culture--knowledge that may be applied to all ,

aspects of a research sei-ategy--from data colection to early categorization

and formulation of hypotheses, to data anlysis and interRretation. .Further,

the researcher is an important variable in linking methods together, as in the

'use of convergent methbds, on the basis of his'/her qualitative t'olowledge.

Meyers (19811. 190) says that qualitative data and analysis function as the

glue thathcements the in4pre1ation of.multiMethod results.

Finally, nter-researcher exchanges and discussion have been shown to

have value in allowing for definition dif researcher bias in debriefing or

r),

other disdssions, in developing topical categories., a.nd in looking fbr

interrelationships within the data (Meyer, 1981; McCutcheon, 1981; Filstead;

,

1979; Reichardt &.Cook, 1979). The qualitative paradigm stresses a.negotiated

view of the social order, negotiated through a dynamic interchangcbetween.
researchers, information, theory, and resolutions as '`.a part ofthe analytic

process.'
#

,--
#

-
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The Principal-Teacher Interaction Study:
Background on Data Collection

The Principal-Teacher Inteeaction (PTI) stUdy focused on the principal's
4

role as the.manager df change in his/her school. Three sets of schools, nine

schools in total, were chosen, each at a differentstage in the implementation

of curriculum innovations. While the focus of the study was on the principal

as the manager of change, questionS were directed to problems specific to the

stage of implementation and the schoOls involved. 'One set-of these, schoals

was in.first year Implementation, another in second, and another set was in

the third year of-implementation. Within each set; school,s were selected

based on the leadership style of their principals, as judged by d istrict

administrat ors. These leadership styles wereilypothesized to be relkted to

their concerns (Hall, Rutherford & GriJfin, 1982).

The methodology designed for data collection at thse sites was based on

--prel-iminary work W-C-th schools in Jefferson County, Colorado in 1979 (Hall,

Hord & GeKfin,-1980), the 'pilot study (Griffin, Goldstein & Hall, 1981), and
/

'an extensive review of.the literature on the role of the principal. /The.pilot

study: in particular, provided the vehicle to test mest of the methods used in
A

.the PTI field study. Rased on results from the pilot study, ombination of

1

procedures for documenting principals' actions with respec to Change, ca1,le8

interventions, Were developed (Rutherford, 1980; Hord, 1981). The procedures

used in the PTI study included logs written by principals, bi-weekly'phone

calls to principals.by R&D Center staf*, and on-site interviews with school

administrators and teachers. The interventions collected by these methods
.\

were then recorded and coded by project staff (Hall, Hord,& Zigarmi, 1980).

During the 'field 'Year 1980-81, CBAM staff members were each assigned one

principal and one school to work With in the PTI study. Each group of three

8
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resparch'ers assigned to a district would travel together, or i. with distrtct,

officials as a group, and compare notes on similarities and differences in

their schools within,the district. 4n later analysis discussions these

district research groups became the foundation for comparisOns ISetween sites,

forestablishing reliability of in-ter-site data base, and!for developing

theory. ,ResearcherYrespbnsibility was dual: on the one/hand, they were.'

engaged in data collection and interactionS with individuals at the school

site; on the ether, they Were recording and. coding behaviors and interventions

as well as working for reliability within the coding scheme (Hord & Hall,

1982). Researchers were also responsible for maintaining notes on context and

interactions as tbey observed.'

The time lin# for data collection at each stte was as follows (see Figure

1): preliminary ,interviews with teachers,'-district personnel, .and the

principal and aS.sistant principal
4 'were conducted in the spring of 1980.

Ilterviews and ,tages of Concern measures were given,to teachers in the fall

of 1980, winter of f981, amd, spring of 1981. IntervteWs conducted with

teachers mere focused to include Levels of Use (Lo0. Innovation

Configurations (IC)', and intervention data. These procedures Measured changes

in concerns and actions with respect to the innovation. On-site interviews

were coaducted with principals during the same time frames.. Principals were

telephoned bi-weekly t'o record the interventsions they had logged. These

telephone Conversations had the added benefit of maintaining a level of

personal rapport between principhl and researcher, and gave more information

about school b'ackground'and context. CBAM staff also designed a context

4Many schools had both a principal and assistant principal. For the sake

of simplicity, any reference to th principal includes potential of a

assistantsprincipal. In schools that had both a principal and an assistant

principal, data were:Entected from both.



Figure 1

Measures tJed in CUM Principal-Teacher
Interaction (PTI) Study

Indivi-dual Teachers

Stages of.,Concern (SoC)

Levels of Use (Loll)

Inno,vation Configuration. (IC)

Interventions

Measures taken
May '80, Oct. '80, May '81

May !80, Oct. '80

Interviews 'Jan. !81, May '81

/

Principal and Resource'Teacher

Change Facilitator Stges of Concern
Questionnaire (CFSoCQ). May '80, Oct. '81 .

Interventions Jan. "81, May '81

Interviews

Bi-weekly pnone i
ntervt

iews (pr'ncipal only) ,Sept. '80.- ihne 81

a

Group

School Ecology Survey (SES)

Observation

Situation Survey

DistlAict

Interviews

Situation Survey

Jan. '81

May =80, 0Ot. '80,

c'Jan. '81, May

.May '80 - May '81



measurecalled a School Ecology Survey (SES) which was given to teachers in

the winter of 1981 (Griffin & Hall, 1982).

At the end of the data collection period researchers had information on

individual teachers across ;the school year, information about the school

environment or situatidn, fi sense of social interactions with'in the school, a

sense of teacher leadersnip and role, indications of the p.r.4ncipal's social

interactions network an'd leadership within the school, principal interventions

as described by the ,principal', interventions and information from resource

teachers and teachers, asmell as a sense of the school's relation to the

district. All of this informatjon was considered important in the data base.

Most of the information was contained on tape, in notes, formal and informal,

or included as a part`of intefVention coding. Despite a lack of a lengthy

stay within the school, which would be traditional to -,-ore ethnographic

methods, the combination of luantitative measures--SoC, LoU, IC SES, .and

interventions--did allow researchers to get a,sense of change as it.occur'red

for both the individual and the school, as well as a back4round on which to

place that information. It was at thls point that site and cross-site

analy is could begin.
IN

Qualitative Approaches to Data Analysis

Following the year of data collection, the CBAM research staff was faced

with a vast amount of descriptive data on interventions collected from

principals, assistant p:rincipals, district change facilitators and t achers.

In ,addition, each, staff member had collected field notes on con ext,

leadership stile, and principal's philosophy, and more structured descriptive

information on schOol background and environment. Quantitative data

measuring effects of the implementation effort on teachers' concerns about



(Stages of Concern)- and use of (Levels of Use, Innovation Configurations) the

ihnovationit had also been collected. These data soprces became-the basis of

data analysts.

Data anilysis involved.both quantitative and qualitative approaches.

Wntitative analysis of the intervention' data required coding each

intervention using two analytic frameworks devised or this purpose: The

Taxonomy of Interventions "Hall, Ztgarmi & Hord, 1979) and The Anatomy of

Interventions (Hord, Hall, Zigarmt, 1980). Appropriate .quantitative.

analytical Rrocedures were performed (Hord, 1982). The same data well'e also

analyzed in more qualitative ways. The interventions were "mapped out" in

different ways to unCover relationships and events between individual

-Anterventions and between interventions and their effects on teachers.

Effects of interventions on teachers were also analyzed both quantitatively

and qualitatively (Huling, Hall & Hord, 1982).

A number of qualitative strategies were adopted for analyzing the entire

data set-interventions, effects, leadership, cont xt, and background data--in

order to develop a total picture of the imple ration efforts; to answer the

the study's major research questions and to generate hypotheses for further

analysis. Two techniques for formulating case studies were developed--the

case study interview and the case study topic report. Different approaches to

cross-site analysis were also employed, including topical discussions between

researchers at thes'various sites, as well as discussions between researchers

and study-site district change facilitators. As the individual site

researcher was the "site expert" on the data s/he collected, these procedures

became the means to utilize and focus their information base. Descriptions of

these qualitative approaches to analyzing the study data follow:

12



Intervention Mapping

Mapping by intervention level. -Part of the CBAM project's

conceptualization of interventions is the idea of Levels of Interventions.

Definitions have been developed which describe a hiesrarchy of levels of

actions sponsored or planned by change facilitators to'implement a new program

(Hord, 1980). The highest Aevel is the Game Plan, which' is the overall or

generalized plan of action for the change effort. The Game Plan is then

broken down into its functional components, called Game plan Components. Game

Plan Components are specified Strategies which are then further broken

down, or operationalized, into Tactiqsz-006 Incidents..

Members of the CBAM project have develgped a technique for buildingthis

hierarchical picture of a change effort, referred to as Intervention Mapping

(Zigarmi, Goldstein & Rutherford, 1978). Interventions, written up as short

statements of actions or events, are arranged hierarchically into functional
P

groups, Incidents are placed be,neath the tactics" which they operationalize,

ta/ctics under tha appropriate strategy, and strategieS urlr game plan

components. Figure 2 proOdes an example of one small part,of an intervention

map. Note that the interyentions are also mapped horizontally by date-of

occurrence.

Intervention mapS are developed in both a top-down a'nd bottom-up fashion.

Incidents can be grouped, into tactics, which are then built up into

strategies, and so on; or-, one can start with a known:strategy 'and locate the

tactios and incidents which fall beneath it. Most often,,maps are built up

from incidents or tactics because higher level interventions, e.g., strategies

and game plan components, often are not pre:planned or verbalized by the

subject from whom the inttrvention data are obtained.

13



Figure 240"N

School A Intervehtion Map Sample Page

A

Game Plan Component 2! Train ng in Use 'Of Composition prbgram

,. Strategy
f

2.1 (158). principal,conducts a series of staff meetings to introduce,
clarify, and train, for use ih'different aspects'of the composition program.,'

Tactic 2.1.1 (149). Prin6ipal cOnduOts meeting on usg of sourcebook.

Incidents: '56, 37, 35

.q Tactic 2.1.2 (64). Princrpal conducts-meeting todiscussscope and sequence and

1,
sto.introduce rubrics.

Incidents: 65, 66 ,

,

Tactic ?21.3 (160). Principal conducts meetings on 4kf rubrics.

Incidants: 80, 81, 79, 84
.,

Game Plan Component 3: Consultation and Reinforcement.
-Principal emphasizeS need to improve.in areas of language arts and composition

by reviewing'wea,knesses as shown in schOol testing. He provides new information

on teaching domposition.to help resolve weak areas and uses.Resource Teacher,.
Amy Bauman and individual teachers to Work with other teachers in encouraging

use of new material.
.

Strategy 3.1 (735Y-Principal uses CAP/CAT sct,Ires to reinforce need to
improve in areas of language arts, including composition.

%,

Tactic 3.1.2.(23). P.rincipal.includes langauge arts and composition in

some teachers' objectives on the basis of CAP/CAT scores.

Incidents: .27, 26,.25, 24

Tactic 3.1.3 (145), P"ri.ncipal meets with upper grade teachers to discuSt
methods and goals "for'composition and language arts on the 1981 CAT tests.

Incidents': 85,.86, 28, 131, 180, 75.

Strategy 3.2 (155). Princial Uses key teachers to disseminatte infiVmatiOn'anC1

to develop staff support for'composition program.

Tactic 3.2.1 (157). Principal appoints teacher A397
School contribution to District Magazine REFLECTIQNS.

Incidents: 44,.62, 76; 100

to be in charge of



Mapping antecedent i t rventions. Interventions may be mappe*d in yet,

g a kind of path chart. To do this, one' wouldanother waythrough buil

begin with some sig5ificant or central, int&wention and attempt to trace and

display: 1) what subsequent interventions, it led to,. and 2)..what

interventions-led up to it. Figure 3,is an illustration of, how an antecedent

intgrvention, map might look

,

Interventkh mapping has a number of benefits as an analyticaq approach.
,v4

Intervention lev.el mapping builds a Concktual picture of the whole change

effort by showing how interventions are related to one another by function and

,

by time they occurred. AnteCedent interVention maPpg shdwS how one

intervention leads to another. It caRtures a picture of the change process on

a more microcosmic level than intervention level mapping. Both kinds of

mapping show, visually, how the change effort unfo)ds over time. This picture

can be related to.quantitative measuxes of effects on teachers taken at

various points in time. For example,,a profile showing changes in concerns of

teachers over time can be lolaked at with reference to an interventiOn map

an attempt to relate specific interventions or groups of tnterventions to-

increases or decreases in.,concerns intensity.

Crittcil Incident Map. Along with the Intervention map for each.site,

'site researchers were called upon to develop what was-called. he critical

incident 'map and time' line" of events as they occurred at' their_indiwiduaT

sites. The major emphasis.of this map was to or nize events in time, showing
N\

particular incidents that seemed to have impact on the change effort. Sbme of'
4

these incidents were directly.related to the change process:, others were more

strictly related to the social structure of the school a9d only indirectly

served as catalysts for adtion toward implementation. Researchers determined

ththe events listed on the Critical Ifte-ident map through observation;

15
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interviews with teacher:s and the principal, and from overlaps in intervention

data as it was Napped. Drawing up_the Critical Incident map and time line '

4 #

proyed a'valuable.tool when done in conjuvdtion with the intervogion analysis'

and mapping in determining a sense of order'to events as they contributed to,

oP beCame a part of, tactics and strategies. very,general critical incident

ma4often preceded formalization of the intervention map.

One example of the critical incident map Wshown in Figure 4 . This

figure reOresents events s they ocCurred in the f)rst year of implementation

of a viriting composition program. Events that were .critical to the

dev'elopment ofie schdol-based pragram are marked witrr an.asteriskP Events

that had a, strong catalytic effect on .the principal's game plan.'for

implementation, or in...determining the ntd for a more focused school-wide'

+31gram are boxed. Relationships between events can be sedn as botii temporal

and-dde to an.exchange of information. *In this ehool, teacher confusion

0 \ . .

about the, rogram, discussiOn of teagher concernS% and new informatiqn about

the *gram from the resdurce teacher all had significant effect on.0.rogram

developmek \
.

..
.

The' Critical\Incident 'map allows the researcher to see significant
, -. ,..,

.
,..,

relationships between clusteCrs of incidents in a simplerformat than *e.
.. .

.
,

larger Intervention'mari. Events as fhey are listedrin the CrItical Inci4ent

map allow for
,

a schematic of the process as it develops in time. Within this

sqfmatit the contexival influenCeS.and roles 1:1_,ignifi icantindivduals can-,

- e

be seen as they rela, to the change .p.z.icicess.. In'this sense, the Critical,

I'rClItident. Map has an additional value as an ethnographilool,or a shOfthand,
, 4,-

ii .

descriptive way to record:htprocess and events involved in change at the , y

icidivid.u4l site.
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figure

Hawthor'b -School Critical

Incident Chart 84.Tithe Line

(40breviated from Case

.Study Map)
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1981
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1981
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)
Workshop for
principals

District
Workshop for .

resource teacher§
re. composition.

9/4;

9/24-29
Principal
meets with
teachers
about tea-
chers: goals
for year
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meets with
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plan for
year
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District work-
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chers on compo-
sition/Sourcebook
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teachers
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has staff
meeting re.
composition

--Teachers---
confused
about pro-
gram plan
committee
to rev.iew*
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Principal
meets with
resource
teacher re.
composition

10/22*
Sixth grade
teacher tells
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other teachers'
concerns about
innovatioh

11/10*
Principal
& resource
teacher meet
to plan com,,
position &
committee

__Resource tei----
cher tells
principal of
district idtas

tO clarify

innovation

12/1; 12/15
Principal &
resource tee.-

cher meet to
plan ccmposi-
tion committee
meetings

12/1
Composition
discussed at
staff meeting

11/10
v

Principal &
resource tea-
cher meet with,_.

cdMmittee
cludes 6th
grade teacher)

11/25
Resource tea-

,cher meets
with committee
in 2 sections--
upper and lower
grades

12/10-

Resource teaeher
meets with com-
mittee section-i-
to_review scope
& sequence

12/18
Resource teacher
meets with com-
mittee sections
to plan*

Principal meets
with var,io,us-
teacher§ to encour-

-a-ge work on compo-

sition-related
activities

11/25 on
Committee teachers
meet with others
at grade level

12/16
Resource teacher
'distributes scope

sequence to all

teachers

"k.

1/12-15*
CBAM inter-
view re.school
coneext

Principal regi-
sters concern
about context L

comparative
implementation
at other
schools
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Staff meeting
Resou'rce tea-

cher introduces
Rubrics

1/6

Resource teacher
meets with com7
mittee to plan
staff meeting

1/15-2/24
Principal
monitors uSe of
Rubrics

2/8-15
Sixth grade
competency
tests given:
included
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2/24
Principal reminds
committee to work
with other staff
on Rubrics

3/3*
Staff meeting
to clarify
Rubrics

3/24*
Staff meeting
to check use
of Rubrics

3/1-30
,Resource tea-
'her works
with teachers
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school newsletter
to parents; collectt
essays for publica-
tion
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1980

Jan.

1981

Feb.

March
1981

APT.

1981

May
1981 1.

June
1981

12/1; 12/15
Principal &
resource tea7
cher meet to
plan ccmpos4-
tion committee
meetings

12/1

Composition
discussed at
staff,meeting

12/19
ResOurce teacher
meets with com-
mittee sectigns
to reyiew scope
& sequence

12/18
Resource teacher
meets with com-
mittee sections
to pl.an*

12/16
Resource teacher
distributes scope
& stquence to all
teachers

1/12-15*
CBAM inter-
view re.school
context

Prinipal regt,-
sters.concern
about context
& comparative
implementation
at other,
schools

2/8-15
Sixth grade
competency
Vests given:
included
composition

1/7*
Staff meeting
Resource tea-
cher introduces
Rubrics

1/6

Resource teacher
meets wit); com-
mittee to plan
staff meeti.ng

1/15-2/24
Principal
monitors use of
Rubrics

",'Principal reminds
commitee to work
with Other staff
on Rdbrics

3/3*
Staff meeting
to clarify
Rubrics

3/24*
S.taff meeting,

to check use'
of Rubrics

3/1-30
iesource tea-
cher works
With teachers

WI Rubrics

Principal
includes Rubrics in
'school newsletter
to parents; collects
essays for publica-
tion

',1,0- 2e

SChool.-wide

achievement
tests

n/2,17,

Priricjpal &

reiource tea-
cher meet Ao
review compo-
sition

722 22
Princlpal.

meets with
individual

.teachers on
.composition

*objectives
r

5/12-14
CBAM
interviews

5/14*
Principal.
resource tea-
cher-& commit-
tee meet to
plan for
closure &

, 1981-82 year

6/1
*r

Teachers get
achievement
test scores

6/12
School ends

5/18
Resource teacher

.distributes memo
on further plans
re. composition
to teachers

5/14-15
DistriCt resource
teacher plans for
1981-82 compositler

6/16
Principal &
resource tea-
cher meet re.
composition
for 1981-82 18
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Effects' f Interventions.

In completing codificatibn of interventions made in tbe counte of cha

the individual school, researchers were called upoln to list effects as they

saw them result from the intervention (See Figure 5, Coding fOrm). The source
A

for deriving..effect was multipTe, depending upon the nature 'of the

intervention and its possible- impact. 'On the incident level, effects were

usually quhlitative, based on resPonses or results as pexceived by the
-kr

researcher or as mentioned by the school staff. In some cases, no immediate,

effect could be seen.

Ope example of an intervention and effect on the incident level is'as

follows:

Intervention: the Resource teacher explaiined.the writing program
evaluation system to all the staff at a staff meeling:

.Effect: 1. TV,.2 ttaff practice 4se of the evaluation system in
the staff meeeting, in order to develop some understandtiTg
and consistency 'oefore use in the classroom.

a

2. The staff was notified that a follow,dp meeting would,
take glace in, a few weeks to resolve any'problems and
answer questions. *

The source for information on this effect was the .report of the resource

teacher and other teachers. As many incidents and incident effects are

,link4 the secondary effecebecame a later incident, i.e., the follow-up

meeting, lead4g to a tactic: the principal plans and conducts meetings.to

develop use of the evaluation system.

On the tactic and strategy level, effects of interventions may show up in

both qualitative and quantitative sources. For instance, the strategy relattd

to the taWc and incident mentioned above--principal eonducts a series of

o.
staff Meetings to introduce, clarify, and train for use_ in different aspects

of the writing program--had the effect of complettng that training over the

*hi



INTERVOTION CODING FORM

I. 'Identifiers

Date of Interview. 09 / 16 / 80 Person Interviewed ,P30

Figure 5

Intervention Coding Form
4

Linking Sponsored Intervention #, 136

Antecedent Intervention g's 184'

Interviewer 'SB' Coder SB

30 2

Site . Intervention

Linking Theme g 4

Transcript Page Line

II. Brief Statement of Intervention: District sponsors inservice on Composition.

Sourcebook: Resource teacher ran inservice at Griqby School for one,half of the. 0

schools in the district'..

124

III. A. Intervention Level (1ircle one) ,

1) Game Plan-Component 2) Strategy Tactic Incident 5) Theme Policy

B.1..Coding for Incident or Tactic Level (give code #)

Sublevel Source Taraet Function Medium Flow Location

11, 8A 4C, 10 IE, 2A 1 1 2

2tCoding for Strategy Level (give code tr

Source Target Function

3. Coding for Game Plan Component circle one)

3 4 5 6

4.. Further Description of Theme or Policy

Teachers report inservice not very exciting or relevant. Many don't

Time Dura:tion,4

1

min days1/4/mo

P Dates

Start 09 / 13 /80
mo day yr'

End 09 / 13./80

mo day 'yr

ven remeMber it. It did not inspire them to use Sourcebook.

_

V. Diagnosis (circle one and describe)

SoC 0 ii 2 3 4 5 6

LoU 0 III IVA, IVB V r

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

CONT'D
20a

10 11 12

-over-



,

' V. EFFECTS

1.

II Teachers received Sourcebook
. ,..

2. VacherS, gat ,a brief overview of contents, including:

I

I. prewriting 4. domains (See memo on June 30, 1980 from district)

2. compos'ing skills ,5. evaluation techniques

3. editing 6. management techniques

3. ic.(10180) shows fhat teachers,dtd not see, this workshop as a beginninsgof inno-
vation=-possibly 'as-A supplemeRt, but do not remember an emphasis4on domains Yr

evaluation techniqueS. Mo.st.teachers rememberthe workshop'focusing on-things
that were.similiar to what they were already doing and they perceived no need

to change their present practice.-

OTHER INFORMATION .(Use quotes Whenever,possible)

VI. INDICATORS OF 'LEADERSH.IP STYLE
,

"",t

, VII. INDICATORS OF 1-HILOSOPHY/BELIEFS

Principal- said he saw Sourcebook as means to help teachers with their language

arts program--in particular as complement to scope and sequence, not as program

in itself.

VIII. OTHER COMMENTS
0

.Principal is unclear as to what Composition Program is. Sees i t as a part,of

language arts progran, but not an emphasis in itself.

a

ref.

Hord, S. M. & Hall, G. E. 1,:Procedures for Quantati've AnalysiS,of Change

Facilitator.Interventions." Paper presented at the annual meeting of'
the American Educaft6T'Rsearch Association, New' York, 1982.

20b,



course of the .,chool year so that teachers were using the writiag-system in

their classrooms. The source.for measurement apd verification of that effect

was the pr'nciPal, resource telPsther, and teacher report, but also isncluded

changes in teachers' SoC, LoU, ar).d, Innovation Configuration data as recorded
P

during Jata collection periods by study staff. Teachers moved from high

,concerns abrt.use, and non-use of parts of the writing program, especially

evaluation 4echniques, to use as a result of training. This strategy

. contained oher
41

tactics and incidents, llke those shown in the e'xample, all with effects as
,

they related,to those incidents that in turn built to more'major dimensions.

The reverse side of the coding sheets is designed for the recording of

effects and ,includes the "Indicators of Leaders-hip Style (principal),';

"Indicators bf Philosophy/Beliefs .(principal)," and "Other Comments." These
,

sections werb intended to allow reearchers to reference backKound

'information sources, and relationships betweei interventions to the specifit

interventionland effect. As 'one incfdeftt/effect built to another, they had

I

the added advantage of allowing the ruearcher to hypothesize on paper as to

the directiOn they saw the school, change effort, or principal's leadehip

taking. These hypotheses', ususally a part of "Other Comments," became

valuable in developing the Intervention map, the case study, and as-a basis

for interpretive discussions between staff.

Effects as an interpretive device had a special value in that it called

upon the researcher to consider the background and attitude behind each level

of intervention and to relate different parts bf the research strategy to one

another as sdurces for effects information. Each listing of effects and other

categories undeY effects presents evidence bUilding to an overall plan of

action for each school. Further use of effects and the information contained

21



in effects are still in the process of development as it is to be applied to

analysis.

Background For Interventions and Study Analysis

School Case StudY Interview. The School Case Study Interview was

developed by CBAM study staff specifically as a means to tap the depth of

information known to researchers as "site experts," as it applied to the major

qtrestions of the study. At the time of development of this approach, research

staff were deOing with many different facets of,finalizing data coTTection

and organizing-informationlor initial steps of analysis. As a practical

attempt to make for,more spontaneity, better recall, reduction of work load

and writer's block, CBAM staff deolded to.apply some of the same research

strategies in-housed as hatl b'een applied on site. The final product was a,_

focused interview designed to be given by staff members to each other, tO be

tape recorded and transcribed to text, allowing 'sections to be expanded with

more explicit deta'ils or drawn from in the course of further discUssions.

The Case Study Interview included questions under five ma-Sor headings:

I) background, context, and general information on, or impressions'-of, the

school, principal, and staff.; 2) the nature of the innovation and its role in

the school; 3) the year's interventions; 4) interpretation in terms of

research questions; and 5) synopsis of findings- Under each heading "Sliort-

answer questions were developed to narrow discussion or descrip'zions. The

following is a sample of the questions under the first heading:

What are your general impressions of your school?
What do you think of first when someone says4

school?

_
HOw would you describe the,teachers as a group? How many males and

females? How long have most teachers been at theoschool? Do they

seem to get along well? How well ,do they work together?

How.muld you characterize.the principals interactions with people?



What would-you say about the principal as a leader? What would he/she

say about himself/herself?

Before beginning the interview, staff members were asked to'review their

field notes, the situation survey, their Critical Incident map or time line on

events at the school, and any SoC, LoU, Innovation Configurations, or

intervention data they thought important to the discussion. Interviews were,

limited to about sixty minutes. Researchers were asked to speak spontaneously

as much as possible without reference to background materials once they had

reviewed it for themselves. Preliminary testing had found that reference to

detailed background material, such as was contained in the situation survey or

quantitiative data,, slowed down the interview significantly and reduced

spontaneous recall. Much of this type of information was added upon

transcription.

A shorter, but similar format interview was used.to develop a case study

'on each district.

The Case Study interview allowed researchers to make concrete the

information known to them through their involvement at the site. The text

developed through transcription became a source for discussion material,

topical reports, and reference. The informal interv.iew had an additional

advantage of.allowing researChers to express their feelings, ideas, biases, or

hypotheses about the site through informal interaction with another staff

member. Researchers reported that this in itself gave a meaure of personal

satisfaction add reduced anxiety as to how their personal kRowledge could be

handled.

Case Studies: Topic Reports. In addition to the case study interviews,

which provide a gestalt of the implementation effortwand context at each study

site, the CBAM project will prepare short reports focusing on siecific issues

or topics. As the quantitative and qualitative analyses of the PTI study data

23
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proceed, questions often emerge which require descriptive information and/or

researcher impressions on each school and principal. Examples of the kinds of

questions that could, and have, emerged are: What are some indicators.of

principal leadership style? What elements of the school context seem to*

affect implementation of the innovation? How have principal concerns about

implementing the innovation changed over time?

With the particular question or topid in mind, each researcher calls upon

his/her ethnographic notes, intervention and contExt ,data, personal

impressions, and text from the Case Study interview, and prepares a short

written report on the topic. The research team member who posed the quetion

then 'collects these data and studies them for cross-site similarities and

differences in an effort to answer the question.

This qualitative analysis technique has a number of uses or strengths.

For one, it can be uSed for hypothesis development and theory-building. When

one.of the research teams has an idea, this is a'"semi7structured" way to

validate and fle0i-out the idea. Hypotheses may then emerge which will lead

to new approaches to analyzing the quantitative data collected as part of this

study. The process of developing topical reports has already been used by

CBAM pfoject staff members as a way of collecting cross-site data and

researcher insights for development of papers presented 4 thiS conference.

Researcher Cross-Site Discussions. In .addition to coordinating the

structured data collection procedures at their sites, researchers were

constantly involved in collecting ethnographic notes about impressions,
\

hunches and ,possible hypotheses about principal behavior. Be§ides the

researchers' informal note's, other qualitative sources of information about

activities in the school districts were regularrly tapped. These included

subscribing to a local newspaper that covered the news within each of the

24
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districts, and occasional contacts with other district informants. These

data sources were used by the researchers in a series of cross-site

discussions.

The study desi also Influenced how researchers are being grouped for

various cross-site discussions. The three districts in the study were

selected based on whether their schools were in their first, second, or third

year of implemen,tation of a district-wide curriculum innovation as of

September, 1980. In each of the three districts, three schools Were selecte

based on the leadership style of their principals. The principals were

identified based on the expert judgment of district administrators that they

were one of three hypothesized leadership styles: responder, manager, or

initiator (Hall, R4herf6Fd & Griffin, 1982). One researcher was designated

to work with each principal.

One set of discussions has been.centered around the change facilitator

style of the school principal. In the study three researchers, each involved

with a different district, were working with responder princfpals; three were

working with manager principals, and three were working with initiator

principals. By grouping researchers in this manner, it has been possible to

have interesting and meaningful discusSioni that fOcused not on any single

distrtct, Unovation, or year of implementation, but strictly on the simil'ar

and different characteristics of." principals who share a common change

facilitator style. These discussions have proved very useful in the

development of the behavioral profiles for each change facilitator style.

By grouping researchers according, to the district in which they.were

working, it has been possible to have focused discussions, about several

topics, including the district, the ear of implementation, and the

innovation. In one set of discussions, the researchers are discussing



,

district influences that affected the change effort in the three schools being

studied. Another set,of discussions by the same group is focusing on the year

of implementation and how befrig at this particular phase of the change process

has affected the effort. Finally, this same group is having another set of

,

discussions related to the charatteristics of theAnnovation4being implemented

and 'how innovation-spetific matters influenced the change process.-

The researcher cr s-site discussions have been a very useful tool in.

.

allowing researchers to cross-check their impressions with others who are

knowledgeable about the setting. The use of this process,has given the

researchers increased confidence that the qualitative data base truly

represents reality and ttlat ifitan be used to Verify and'enhance the

quantitative data in the.stu6.

Site Representative/Researcher Discussions. Another procedure tqat has

been used in the analysis of the qualitative data is site-representative/

esearcher d{scussions. In February, 19$2 of the data'analysis year, one

resentative from each of the three districts was brought to the Research

and Development Center to wotk with the researchers'fOr two days. The

representative,s were all school district central office personnel who were

knowledgeable about the innovation being studied and the district policies and

procedures related to implementation of the4 innovation. In addition, each

site-representative is acquainted with, and has worked with, the three

principals from their districts that were in the study.

During the two-day work.session, initial findings from the_study.and

researcher impressions were shared with the site-representatives. The

researchers used this opportunity, to clarify quesitons they had about the data

and to gain input from the site-representative. Site-representatives were

26



asked to be very candid and to use their background knowledge to. test CBAM

findings and impressions. They were encouraged to give- both positive and
A

negative feedback, to ask their own questions, and to alert us when our

impressions were not consistent with their understaiding of the context.

Identified discrepancies between researcher and site-representative

impressions led to further discussions in which site-representatives were able

to sKare their backgrbund knowledge and underst ding and providu the .

researchers with additional insight.

The site representative/researcher discuSsions served several.

k 1-
constructive purpOSes: First of all, site representatives were able to react

.to researchers *pressions and thuS verify or modify already, existing data.

Secondly, the site representatives were most helpful in providing additional

information and insight which can be used by researches as they continue their

work. Finally, the site representatives served the function of being

4

.
"reality check" foi" the data base.

Conclusions

The use of qualitative methods as a part of the research strategy and

analysis in the PTI'study had the major advantage of allowing a chain of

evidence to emerge that complemented and enlarged upon quantitative methods.

, The use of qualitative andhquantitative metho in combination became the

framework through which study questions wereapproached in data analysis. In,

this early stage sis, interaction between quantitative and qualitative

methogs has been lim ed to the coding of interventions and the listing of

effects as shown i in,terviews, Levels of Use, Configuration and, Concerns data

(Figure 5). Furthermork will involve frequencies of types of,interventiOns
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as related to phncipal style and to year of implementation. .Beginning data

1

analysis itself demanded a means to draw from researchers' own knowledge base

and experience at their sites in order to' have a Sufficient foundation from .

'which .to draw conclusions. This is a practical issue. as well as a

methedological one. The focused qualitative procedures used in the course of

analysis'of data are one Means for resolution of the problem of verification,

cross reference, and, validation of the data as contained in quantitatlye

measures,.as well as a way to approach theory development.

The perocedures designed to:focus qualitative inforMation were geared to

get certain kinds of information. The Intervention map allows for an overview

of the principal's plan of action for change, as it was implemented in the
c

school site. The.Ante'dedent map shows how one-.change in the sdhool"led to

another. The Critical Incident map and time line lends a sente of context to

the relationship of events to each other indicating significant eveni.s which

served as catalysts to action du'ring the school year. The information

contained in effects allowed for the derivation of links between interventions

and hypotheses formulation. They further seried as a means to relate

,qualitative information about specif'ic interventions'to the quantitative

coding and data.collection measures. The. Case Study Interview focuses

researcher perceptions a's "site experts" to .6e study questions. .The Case'

Study TOpical Reports uses 'some of the same info?mation as applied to specific

topics across sites. Discussions between research staff allowed researchers

to express their impressiont and have them cross-checked by,,other researcIvrs

who have had similar exper4en'ces. The Site Researcher/Distrjct Representative

Discussio have allowed site* representatives. to react "to researcher

impressions, provide additienalAnformation and insights, and serve as a

"reality check" for the data base.
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It
The use of 'convergent methods iata collection and data analysis/is not

a new idea..--As mentioned im earlier , tJscussion, social scientists have

referred'to,this as "triangulation" or "the combination of Methodologies. in

the study df the saMe phenomena" (iJick, 1979, p 602). The intent,.of

triangulation is to allow for cross validation and verification of data

through congruence of measures. As occurred in the PTI 'study, Jick suggests ,

that researchers using qualitative methodology use "systematic observations,

utilize sampling techniques, and develop quantifi,abe schem for coding"

(1979, p. 604)... The TTI study did this through the observattons and

interviews conducted at four points in the year; through the use of SoC,

and Innovation COnfigur-ation data, and through the coding of interventions.

The final integration arid. Ahterpretation of results from these combined

methods is as.yet in the pnocess of develcpment tn.terms of this study.

Possible further steps include development of a. means ,to relate the the

information contained in effects to the codification procedures used to

describe interventions. One theoretical goal woUld be to include effects in

the codification scheme. Other work will involve'frequencies of certain

interventions and what theY mean, a descriptive taxonomy of principals' styles

in facilitation, and an inves

efforts, such as bias or unco

tion of other factors influenC'ing principal

cious,actions.
0

; gq61 ative procedures used have allowedAt this point in data anal

for st.ifficient depth of site overvie o begin more detailed work. The final

test of use of tffese mea4res will come ,jn developing results through

continuing analysis and applying those results to charige theory'.
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